The ability to estimate rich geometry and camera motion from monocular imagery is fundamental to future interactive robotics and augmented reality applications. Different approaches have been proposed that vary in scene geometry representation (sparse landmarks, dense maps), the consistency metric used for optimising the multi-view problem, and the use of learned priors. We present a SLAM system that unifies these methods in a probabilistic framework while still maintaining real-time performance. This is achieved through the use of a learned compact depth map representation and reformulating three different types of errors: photometric, reprojection and geometric, which we make use of within standard factor graph software. We evaluate our system on trajectory estimation and depth reconstruction on realworld sequences and present various examples of estimated dense geometry.
I. INTRODUCTION
R ESEARCH in monocular SLAM has been divided into two paradigms that mainly differ in the geometric map representation. Sparse methods [1] - [3] form and maintain a map consisting of a set of point landmarks which are estimated through observing, identifying and tracking them in the camera images. In order to enable repeatable recognition and reliable matching of landmark observations, the map is limited to a relatively small number of salient points that are characteristic and easily distinguishable in their image projections (typically corners or edges). This limits the usefulness of resulting map reconstructions, which cannot be used in interactive robotics tasks or advanced augmented reality applications. At the same time, the size of the representation allows for real-time joint probabilistic inference. Since sparse methods rely on gradientbased keypoint detectors [4] - [6] and reprojection error that is formulated as distance on the image plane, they are robust to image noise, outliers and lighting variations.
With the advent of General Purpose GPU (GPGPU) programming whole-image alignment has become cheap and accessible.
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Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/LRA.2020.2965415 This has spawned a new set of methods that use all image pixels and estimate a dense and more useful reconstruction of the observed scenes [7] . Due to the increased computational demands, dense methods simplify the inference framework by discarding variable cross-correlations and alternating between tracking and mapping. More pixel information used in the estimation process allows for increased robustness to image degradation due to motion blur, but the reliance on photometric error measured in pixel intensity makes dense methods fragile to sequences violating the brightness constancy assumption. The success of deep learning inspired a variety of new systems. Learned components have been integrated into the SLAM pipeline to a differing degree, with solutions ranging from classical model based systems delegating sub-components to a neural network (e.g. [8] , [9] ) to purely end-to-end learned systems that directly predict the camera poses and the geometry of the scene (e.g. [10] - [12] ). Priors learned directly from data allow solving difficult tasks such as depth prediction from monocular imagery [13] - [16] .
We present DeepFactors, a real-time SLAM system that builds and maintains a dense reconstruction but allows for probabilistic inference and combines the advantages of different SLAM paradigms. It also presents a tight integration of learning and model based methods through a learned compact dense code representation that drives significant changes to the core mapping/tracking components of the SLAM pipeline. The main contributions presented in this letter can be summarised as follows: r The first real-time probabilistic dense SLAM system, r A system that integrates learned priors over geometry with classical SLAM formulations in a probabilistic factorgraph formulation.
II. RELATED WORK
In CodeSLAM [17] , the authors have introduced the concept of learning a compact optimisable representation and utilising it to solve the dense structure-from-motion problem. The feasibility of this idea has been proved by implementing a windowed 3D reconstruction/visual odometry. The presented system lacked features of full SLAM, was not capable of real-time performance and did not generalise to real handheld camera scenes.
Our work builds on the CodeSLAM idea and explores the impact of the code optimisation on traditional SLAM pipelines. DeepFactors is a complete new SLAM system build from scratch with a different mapping backend, error formulations (the sparse geometric and reprojection errors) and all the various design choices within the SLAM algorithm like keyframing, map maintenance or tracking. It contains features that CodeSLAM was missing -local and global loop closure or relocalisation and optimises the full map in batch instead of a fixed window only.The optimised GPU usage, efficient implementation and SLAM design choices enable real-time performance and the use of a standard factor graph software allows for straightforward probabilistic integration of different sensor modalities which was not possible with the previous formulations of dense SLAM.
An example of other directly comparable work is CNN-SLAM [18] . Although with a substantially different principle of operation, the authors present a real-time full SLAM system that builds a large scale map and supports loop closures by utilising LSD-SLAM [19] and incorporating learned priors. We use CNN-SLAM as a baseline comparison for our method.
There exists a range of systems with learned components which are not fully-featured SLAM systems but instead focus on multi-frame dense reconstruction [8] , [20] - [22] . In BA-Net [23] the authors use a technique similar to CodeSLAM where a set of basis depth maps is predicted from the image and optimised in a bundle adjustment problem to find a dense per-pixel reconstruction. The system has been trained end-to-end with the optimisation included which might result in a learned representation better suited for the structure from motion problem. In contrast to our work, BA-Net is not a real-time SLAM system that builds and optimises a consistent multi-keyframe map.
A notable mention is DeepTAM [24] , which builds upon DTAM [7] by replacing both the TV-L1 optimisation and camera tracking with a deep convolutional neural network and achieves results outperforming standard model-based methods. In contrast to our work, it follows the same tracking and mapping split used in all dense methods and is not capable of real-time operation. Although the authors took special care to address the generalisation problem, their system still ultimately relies on seeing all possible variations of input data, which is hard in the case of full 6 DoF motion in real world conditions. Our approach relies less on the network generalisation as we perform Fig. 2 . Dense multi-frame structure from motion problem using an optimisable compact dense code representation. Each camera frame i consists of a 6DoF world pose p i and an a associated code c i . We minimise various pairwise consistency losses e ij in order to find the best estimate for scene geometry G = {D 0 (c 0 ), . . ., D n (c n )} and camera poses p 0 . . .p N .
optimisation that allows to correct for bad network predictions as in our system, neural networks are mainly used for obtaining an image conditioned manifold to optimise over.
In contrast to the previously mentioned methods, our work strives towards the goal of a unified SLAM framework that incorporates both learned and model-based methods as well as dense and sparse approaches to localisation and mapping and possibly points towards a new generation of SLAM systems. In the remainder of our paper, we explain the building blocks of our system and show evaluation on real world sequences.
III. CODE BASED OPTIMIZATION
To reconstruct a dense representation of the scene geometry and estimate the camera motion we formulate a multi-view dense bundle adjustment problem. We parametrise the reconstructed geometry G as a set of depth maps at each camera frame G = {D 0 , D 1 , . . ., D n }. In a naïve formulation, pixels of each depth are uncorrelated and optimised independently, which makes the problem too ill-posed and costly to solve due to the large number of parameters.
Following the methodology proposed in [17] we optimise depth on a learned compact manifold (code) to mitigate both of these problems (Fig. 2) . We express the depth map D i of a frame i as a function of code c i and the associated image I i . In order to avoid costly relinearisations during optimisation, we require this relation to be linear:
where D 0 i = f (0, I i ) is the depth map resulting from decoding an all-zero code and J(I i ) = ∂D i ∂c i is the image-conditioned Jacobian.
When optimising on the code manifold, groups of depth pixels are correlated together which makes the optimisation problem more tractable. Fig. 3 presents the pixels affected by perturbing different elements of the latent code vector. Using the code representation, we minimise a set of different objective functions that ensure consistency between observations from the overlapping camera frames and find the best estimate of scene geometry and camera motion. These functions are used as pairwise constraints in the factor graph used by our SLAM system. The following sections describe these factors in greater detail.
A. Photometric Factor
A consistency loss typically used in Dense SLAM is the photometric error. It measures the difference directly between source image intensities I i and the target image I j warped into frame i:
where ω ji warps pixel coordinates x in frame i to frame j:
where π and π −1 are the projection and reprojection function respectively,
is the relative 6DoF transformation from frame i to j.
B. Reprojection Factor
We also use the indirect reprojection error widely used in classical structure from motion. Given a set of matched landmark observations between the images, this method measures the differences between their observed and hypothesised locations:
where M ij is a set of salient image features matched between frame i and j. To handle mismatched features, we use Cauchy robust cost function that has a constant response to outliers. We use BRISK [6] to detect and describe key points in images.
C. Sparse Geometric Factor
Another form of consistency can be expressed with differences in scene geometry. In our simplified form, we compare depth map D j with depth map D i warped into frame j:
wherex = ω ji (x, c i , I i ) and [x] z denotes taking the z component of the vector x. We use Huber norm [25] on the error as a robust cost function. In order to save computation, we evaluate the loss only for a sparse set of uniformly sampled pixels. It is possible to sample a different set of pixels at each iteration to stochastically optimise the loss over the whole image.
IV. NETWORK ARCHITECTURE
For learning the compact code representation we modify the network from CodeSLAM [17] . The full network architecture is presented in Fig. 4 . The middle part represents a U-Net [26] extracting features from the input RGB image. The input is processed with blocks of convolutions with each block reducing the size and applying multiple convolutions on the reduced resolution. The bottom part of the figure depicts the main Variational Auto-Encoder(VAE) [27] that learns the optimisable compact depth representation. The encoder and decoder are conditioned on the above-mentioned features using concatenations.
Similar to CodeSLAM, in order to keep the relation between the reconstructed depth D rec and the code c linear, we do not use any non-linear activations in the depth decoder. To also ensure that the input image retains influence on that relation, we add an element-wise multiplication of each two concatenated layers in the conditioning concatenations.
Due to the KL-divergence based latent loss applied to the code of the depth VAE, an all-zero code corresponds to a likely depth map for the input image I. In our experiments with running the system on a real camera, we have found that we can achieve better initial depth predictions by augmenting the network with a separate encoder that explicitly predicts an optimal code from the input image I. For the predicted code to lie in the same space as the learned code c, we apply the same latent loss to it. The added explicit network path is less constrained than the zero code prediction, which allows to achieve better results, as shown in Fig. 5 .
The network also predicts an uncertainty parameter b with the Feature Network which is used in a multi-resolution negative log of Laplacian likelihood loss for the reconstructed depth D rec :
where Ω is the set of all pixel coordinates of the input depth D.
The predicted depth map is supervised with an L1 loss:
V. SYSTEM
The system builds and maintains a keyframe map. Incoming new camera images are resized and corrected to match the network focal length and tracked against the nearest keyframe (Section V-A). Once sufficient baseline and other criteria are met, a new keyframe is initialised at the estimated pose with an initial code prediction and added to the graph (Section V-C).
To optimise the map, we maintain a factor graph of the batch MAP problem and optimise it each time new observations are introduced. Each new keyframe is connected to last N keyframes in the map using selected pairwise consistency factors presented in Section III. Real-time performance of solving for the batch solution is achieved by using an incremental mapping algorithm (Section V-B).
To increase performance, the system alternates between tracking and joint mapping. After creating a new keyframe, the graph is being optimised for a set number of iterations or until convergence. During that time the tracking and mapping optimisation Fig. 6 . An example instance of the factor graph used in our system containing three keyframes and two one-way frames attached to the latest keyframe. Multiple different pairwise constraints can be used simultaneously (photometric, geometric or reprojection) but for simplicity, only a single type has been presented in this figure. steps are interleaved to ensure that the system keeps up with incoming new camera images.
To obtain good quality photometric signal a mixture of low and high baseline image pairs is required. Since we only connect last N keyframes with pairwise constraints, this might not always be the case. To mitigate this while keeping the computational complexity low we introduce "one-way" frames that do not have attached depth and are used to feed information to refine the latest keyframe. After optimising for a set amount of steps, active one-way frames are marginalised and removed from the graph. This allows for inexpensive integration of many views into the optimisation and quality reconstruction of depth.
The details of each component of the system have been described in the following sections.
A. Camera Tracking
Each camera frame is tracked against the closest keyframe using our GPGPU implementation of a standard direct wholeimage SE3 Lucas-Kanade [28] - [30] . In case tracking is lost, we perform relocalization by attempting to align a small resolution image against all keyframes.
B. Incremental Keyframe Mapping
We formulate and jointly optimise a batch MAP estimation problem involving all keyframes in the map. Fig. 6 presents a factor graph representation of an example instance of a map built by our system. Each keyframe is represented by a pose p i and a code c i variable with variables of neighbouring keyframes involved in pairwise consistency factors (photometric, reprojection or geometric factors). Since the factors were designed to represent a single-way warping between two keyframes, they allow optimisation of the code/depth of only a single keyframe of the pair. Two factors are added to optimise both keyframes. Because during training the code manifold is enforced to be close to a zero-mean Gaussian (variational latent loss), the code has to be kept within the appropriate region during optimisation by using zero-code prior factors that regularise it.
The mapping step performs batch optimisation of all keyframes in the map using standard factor graph software [31] . To make optimisation feasible in large scale scenarios we rely on an incremental mapping algorithm -iSAM2 [32] . It stores a factorisation of the batch Jacobian in the form of a Bayes Tree and incrementally updates it when new variables are added. Only the affected factors are relinearised and re-factorised, which greatly limits the computation required for obtaining the batch solution and allows near constant time updates in an exploration-type movement.
In order to enable marginalisation of one-way frames, we enforce a specific elimination order of the graph variables to ensure that they are leaves in the clique tree built and maintained by iSAM2.
C. Initialization
We use the explicit code prediction network to obtain an initial code for each new keyframe. The depth decoder is then used to transform the codes into a depth map estimate. On start, the system can be trivially initialised in the exact same manner. The network prediction must be good enough for tracking the initial camera movement so that new views can be fed into the system to refine the depth prediction.
In cases when the single image prediction fails a multi-frame initialisation can be used, in which a keyframe is created for each input frame and the initial graph is optimised before starting the system. We found the single frame initialisation to perform well enough for most scenes.
D. Loop Closure
We detect and close local and global loops. Within an active region of last 10 keyframes, we assume the relative estimated poses to be correct and therefore use a pose-based criteria to detect loops and add additional pairwise constraints between keyframes. This tightens the graph and allows for more consistent local reconstructions.
At each new input frame we also test for global loop closure events. Outside of the active window we assume that too much drift has been accumulated and therefore we cannot use our estimates to close loops. Initial loop candidates are detected using a bag of words approach [33] and later further eliminated by attempting to track the current frame against each of them and checking the resulting number of inliers and the estimated pose distance. Because of the photometric error typically having a smaller convergence basin we add only reprojection factors when closing a detected global loop between two keyframes.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Training
We have trained our network on a fragment of the ScanNet dataset [34] following the official training/test split. The depth data comes from a real sensor and therefore contains missing values. Since the dataset provides PLY models of the full scene reconstructions together with ground truth poses, we have rendered depth maps from the models and combined them with the raw sensor data to obtain final merged depth maps. We used around 1.4 M images in total.
The network was trained for 13 epochs with learning rate 0.0001, image size 256 × 192 and code size 32. This is the maximum code size that we can achieve real-time results with in our SLAM system.
B. Ablation Studies
DeepFactors combines three different error metrics/factorsphotometric, geometric and reprojection to estimate the camera trajectory and the observed scene geometry. In order to determine how each factor type influences the system performance, we have evaluated various configurations on the quality of the estimated trajectory and reconstruction. The photometric factor is treated as a baseline system and the other two types are included both individually and together. We perform this evaluation on selected shortened scenes from the validation set of the ScanNet dataset and use three error metrics: RMSE of the Absolute Trajectory Error (ATE-RMSE), the absolute relative depth difference (absrel) [13] and the average percentage of pixels in which the estimated depth falls within 10% of the true value (pc110) [18] . The results are presented in Table I .
The inclusion of either of the factors reduces the trajectory error and increases the reconstruction accuracy, with the reprojection factor typically having a stronger influence on the former and the geometric factor on the latter. Explicit feature matching utilised within the reprojection error improves local minima avoidance and increases convergence rate, which adds robustness to the system. The geometric error introduces a prior about the world that only a single surface is observed and pins separate depth maps together to form a single reconstruction in the textureless areas that lack photometric information. Combining all three factors achieves the best trajectory and reconstruction results.
C. Reconstruction
We evaluate our reconstruction accuracy against CNN-SLAM as it is the only relevant system that evaluates reconstruction using the whole estimated trajectory and without using the ground-truth poses. Since the authors do not provide implementation of their system, we follow their evaluation strategy by taking the results reported in their paper and using the same sequences from the ICL-NUIM [35] and TUM [36] datasets. For all the keyframes produced by each system, we their estimated depth against the ground-truth by calculating the percentage of the pixels for which the depth is within 10% of the true value. The results are presented in Table II .
Since our system is monocular and does not produce up-toscale trajectories and reconstructions, we use the optimal scale calculated with the TUM benchmark scripts to scale both the trajectory and the depth maps (as done in e.g. [11] ).
We outperform all compared methods on most of the sequences and on the average. Our system performs worse on the tum/seq2 trajectory (fr3_nostructure_texture_near_withloop) as the camera observes a flat textured wall and due to the small code size (32) used in our system we are typically not able to represent fully flat depth easily.
We also visually present example reconstructions created by our system in Fig. 7 .
D. Trajectory Estimation
We evaluate the Absolute Trajectory Error (ATE) of our proposed system and compare it against CNN-SLAM and CodeSLAM. For the sake of completeness, we also include comparison with DeepTAM, despite the fact that it does not achieve interactive (real-time) performance. We have used the same version of CodeSLAM that was used to generate the results in its respective paper. The code for CNN-SLAM is not available and the authors of DeepTAM do not provide a combined tracking and mapping system and we were not able to reproduce the results reported in the letter. For this reason, we include the numbers from the DeepTAM paper and evaluate our system on the same set of trajectories. We omit the room and plant sequences as they contain significant number of dropped frames, which skew the results. In order to limit computation we have disabled the geometric factor for the evaluation.
The results are presented in Table III . We outperform CodeSLAM in all of the sequences and CNN-SLAM in all but one. In most cases we also achieve comparable results to DeepTAM, while still maintaining real-time performance.
VII. PERFORMANCE AND IMPLEMENTATION
For a visual demonstration of the speed of the system please see the associated video, which contains real-time video recordings of our system in action.
Our SLAM system has been implemented in C++ with the dense image warping, optimisation and camera tracking offloaded to GPU with CUDA, while the reprojection and the sparse geometric error factors are computed on the CPU. We run the network, CUDA kernels and visualization on a single NVIDIA GTX 1080 GPU and use image resolution of 256 × 192.
The network is ran on initialisation of each keyframe in order to obtain an initial code (depth) prediction and the Jacobian δD δc that is used later in optimisation. This requires around 340 ms, with only 16 ms of it spent on the forward pass of the network and the rest on calculating the Jacobian using tf.gradients. This is due to the inefficiency of its backward-mode auto-differentiation based implementation which is optimised for gradients of scalar functions commonly used in machine learning. In our case, obtaining the derivative of each output pixel with respect to the latent representation requires a significant amount of passes through the network. This time can be drastically reduced with engineering effort and we predict it should be possible to reduce the overall time required to run the network to around 30 ms.
The incoming new camera images are tracked against the latest keyframe at around 250 Hz. Once the system initialises a next keyframe, we optimise the whole map representation in batch until convergence. The mapping steps are interleaved with tracking the camera in order to keep up with new images.
The overall performance of the system varies greatly depending on the amount of connectivity between neighbouring keyframes specified by the user, the types of factors enabled, the number of factors relinearised within the iSAM2 algorithm and the occurrence of loop closures. With an explorative-type motion we achieve interactive real-time speeds, where we typically limit our system to only use the photometric and reprojection error to allow it to keep up with the fast camera movement. In a local reconstruction scenario like tabletop AR or room scale reconstruction where there is less exploration we can enable the geometric error to obtain better quality reconstructions. It is possible to further speed up the system performance through engineering effort which is part of planned future work.
The implementation of our system will be released on GitHub and shall be available under the following link: https://github. com/jczarnowski/DeepFactors
VIII. CONCLUSION
We have presented DeepFactors, a real-time probabilistic dense SLAM system built using the the concept of learned compact depth map representation. We have demonstrated that our system achieves greater robustness and precision by combining different paradigms from classical SLAM with priors learned from data in a standard factor-graph probabilistic framework. The use of a standard framework allows it to be easily extended with different sensor modalities, which was not previously possible in the context of purely dense SLAM. An efficient C++ implementation and careful choices in the SLAM design enable real-time performance.
In future, we would like to explore the idea of including the structure-from-motion optimisation within the compact depth code training. This could allow obtaining a code manifold that is specifically trained to be later used in a mapping environment. Moreover, learning the code representation in an unsupervised manner based on the intensity images only could be an interesting experiment. An inclusion of a relative-pose prediction network could also robustify the camera tracking.
We would also like to work on improving the performance of the current system, focusing on a faster method of obtaining the network Jacobian and a better GPU implementation of the geometric factor.
